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extent. !e end result is an enlightening and enjoyable lesson in never underestimating a 
woman—or the writer who created her.

—Rachel Schaffer
Rachel Schaffer, a member of the Clues editorial board, recently retired as chair of the Department of 
English, Philosophy, and Modern Languages at Montana State University Billings, where she taught lin-
guistics, writing, and literature. She was the contributing editor of the spring 2014 issue of Clues on Tana 
French and Irish crime fiction, and she has an essay on the Magic Indian figure in Craig Johnson’s Walt 
Longmire series forthcoming in The Journal of Popular Culture.

m  Debayan Deb Barman, ed. Critical Essays on English and Bengali Detective Fiction. 
Lexington Books, 2022. $100 hardback. 254 pp.

Critical Essays on English and Bengali Detective Fiction begins with editor Barman’s 
introduction to the subject. In attempting to cover the scope of detective fiction, the dis-
cussion is necessarily broad and reductive. Barman touches on the roots of detective fic-
tion and devotes several pages to early and Golden Age practitioners, such as Poe, Conan 
Doyle, Christie, Sayers, and others. In a very short section, he briefly considers Ameri-
can  hard-boiled masters Chandler and Hammett. Barman ends by recording the intro-
duction of detective fiction into colonial and postcolonial Indian culture and speculating 
on the adaptations made by Bengali writers in creating their own canon. He declares that 
the volume’s intent is “to create a broader perspective to bring within the ambit of a sin-
gle cover three strains of detective fiction, and especially to show the gradual postcolonial 
attempt of Bengali detective fiction to outgrow colonial influences and create an origi-
nal and organic tradition of regional and vernacular detective fiction” (17). This declared 
objective of interrogating Bengali adaptations of Western detective fiction as reflections 
of the emergence of postcolonial subcontinent literature and culture could have provided 
fodder for a substantial contribution to the literature of detective fiction. Unfortunately, 
the majority of the volume is given over to general essays on English and American prac-
titioners, without an eye to how their work might be relevant to colonial or postcolonial 
readers or what elements of it would be ripe for adaptation in a new cultural environment. 
Barman indeed brings “within the ambit of a single cover three strains of detective fic-
tion,” but to what end?

What follows the introduction are 20 separate and unrelated essays (confusingly 
referred to as “chapters”) organized into four sections. !e &rst contains 11 pieces on British 
novelists: Dickens, Collins, Conan Doyle, Christie, Allingham, James, and Kate Atkinson. A 
second section titled “American  Hard-Boiled Fiction” contains two essays, one on Chandler 
and one on Hammett. A third section on “Bengali Detective Fiction” consists of &ve essays, 
all of which discuss the &ction of Satyajit Ray (with some mention of other writers). A &nal 
section titled “Detective Films” includes two pieces: one on Bengali detective Byomkesh, the 
other on &lmic iterations of Harris’s Red Dragon.

!ere does not seem to be any organizing principle that determines which writers are 
covered or what aspects of their work are discussed. !e volume’s introduction might lead 
one to conclude that, together, it and a study of authors included will give the reader a thor-
ough orientation to the genre itself. However, with one exception, the writers in English rep-
resent relatively early practitioners with a very distinctive “take” on the detective novel. !e 
explosion in complexity, subject matter, and approaches to detection, as well as the diversity 


